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The Longman Anthology of World Drama and Theatre is a fully-integrated text/anthology of drama with a global emphasis for the Introduction
to Drama course. Divided into two parts: Part One covers the origins of drama: genres, conventions, styles and descriptions of roles, and Part
Two is a six chapter anthology of plays, including plays from around the world with a solid core of western plays. Each chapter in Part Two
includes visuals, maps, timelines, biographical and contextual headnotes, and an overview of the history and conventions of each period that
help students gain a better understanding of the drama and theater being presented.
Script Analysis for Theatre: Tools for Interpretation, Collaboration and Production provides theatre students and emerging theatre artists with
the tools, skills and a shared language to analyze play scripts, communicate about them, and collaborate with others on stage productions.
Based largely on concepts derived from Stanislavski's system of acting and method acting, the book focuses on action - what characters do
to each other in specific circumstances, times, and places - as the engine of every play. From this foundation, readers will learn to distinguish
the big picture of a script, dissect and 'score' smaller units and moment-to-moment action, and create individualized blueprints from which to
collaborate on shaping the action in production from their perspectives as actors, directors, and designers. Script Analysis for Theatre offers a
practical approach to script analysis for theatre production and is grounded in case studies of a range of the most studied plays, including
Sophocles' Oedipus the King, Shakespeare's Twelfth Night, Henrik Ibsen's Hedda Gabler, Georg Büchner's Woyzeck, Oscar Wilde's The
Importance of Being Earnest, Tennessee Williams's A Streetcar Named Desire, and Paula Vogel's How I Learned to Drive, among others.
Readers will develop the real-life skills professional theatre artists use to design, rehearse, and produce plays.
The Routledge Anthology of Early Modern Drama is the first new collection of the drama of Shakespeare’s contemporaries in over a century.
This volume comprises seventeen accessible, thoroughly glossed, modernized play-texts, intermingling a wide range of unfamiliar
works—including the anonymous Look About You, Massinger’s The Picture, Heminge’s The Fatal Contract, Heywood’s The Four Prentices
of London, and Greene’s James IV—with more familiar works such as Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus, Webster’s The Duchess of Malfi, and
Middleton’s Women Beware Women. Each play is edited by a different leading scholar in the field of early modern studies, bringing specific
expertise and context to the chosen play-text. With an unprecedented variety of plays, and critical introductions that focus on the diversity and
strangeness of different early modern approaches to the artistic and commercial enterprise of play-making, The Routledge Anthology of Early
Modern Drama will offer vital new perspectives on early modern drama for scholars, students, and performers alike.
The Methuen Drama Book of Trans Plays for the Stage is the first play anthology to offer eight new plays by trans playwrights featuring trans
characters. This edited collection establishes a canon of contemporary American trans theatre which represents a variety of performance
modes and genres. From groundbreaking new work from across America's stages to unpublished work by new voices, these plays address
themes such as gender identity and expression to racial and religious attitudes toward love and sex. Edited by Lindsey Mantoan, Angela Farr
Schiller and Leanna Keyes, the plays selected explicitly call for trans characters as central protagonists in order to promote opportunities for
trans performers, making this an original and necessary publication for both practical use and academic study. Sagittarius Ponderosa by MJ
Kaufman Archer's not out to his family but when his father falls ill he has to move back to his childhood home in central Oregon. At night
under the oldest Ponderosa Pine, he meets a stranger who knows the history of the forests and the sadness of losing endangered things. As
Archer accepts big changes in his family, he discovers the power of names and the histories they make and mask. Sagittarius Ponderosa is a
play about changing names, love potions, and tilling up the soil to make room for new growth. The Betterment Society by Mashuq Mushtaq
Deen Three women on a godforsaken mountain wrestle with the elements, with each other, and with a world that does not value their way of
life. As their resources dwindle, Gertie, Lynette, and Doreen try to redefine what it means to be civilized-a mission that forces them to confront
what they value and what they're willing to sacrifice. how to clean your room by j. chavez Spencer begins to clean their room and reflect on
their relationships with the people around them. Who can and can't we control in our lives, does caring mean anything beyond words, and
does infatuation go both ways? A play in two cycles with anxiety, depression, and puppets. She He Me by Raphaël Amahl Khouri She He Me
follows the lives of three Arab characters who challenge gender. Randa is an Algerian male-to-female who is expelled under the threat of
death from her homeland because of her LGBT activism there. Omar is a Jordanian gay man who rather than body dysphoria, suffers social
dysphoria when it comes to the strict codes of masculinity imposed and expected of him by both the heterosexual and gay people around
him. Rok is Lebanese and female-to-male. Through humor and horror, the three characters come up against the state, society, the family, but
also themselves. The Devils Between Us by Sharifa Yasmin In a small town in the boonies of South Carolina, a closeted young man named
George is trying to figure out how to keep his late father's business running, only to be faced with a ghost from his youth. A young Muslim,
whom he knew as his boyhood lover Latif, has returned as Latifa to take care of her estranged father's funeral. Forced to confront devils both
have been avoiding, they find that their only way out of the past is through each other. Doctor Voynich and Her Children by Leanna Keyes
This “prediction” is set in America years after reproductive healthcare has been made illegal. Doctor Voynich and her apprentice Fade travel
the countryside in a converted ambulance dispensing harmless herbs by day and providing family planning services by night. Fade tries to
help local youth Hannah complete her abortion, using forbidden knowledge from an ancient manuscript, before her mother and the sheriff can
nail them for the “attempted murder of an unborn person.” This play about mothers and daughters is poetic, sexy, vulgar, queer, and a little
too real. Firebird Tattoo by Ty Defoe Sky Red Rope goes on a quest to find her father, ultimately finding out she is queer by getting a tattoo.
This play features themes of queer two-spirit identity on the Indigneous reservation in Anishinaabe territory. Crooked Parts by Azure OsborneLee Crooked Parts is a family dramedy set in yesterday and today. Freddy, a Black queer trans man, returns to his family home in the South
after his fiancé breaks up with him. Once there, Freddy must navigate the tension created by his transition and his brother's serial
incarceration. Meanwhile, in his past, 13-year-old Winifred struggles to balance her relationship with her mother with her desire to better fit in
with her peers. Crooked Parts is poignant, queer, funny, and definitely, definitely Black.
DIVHow theatrical representations of the U.S. have shaped national identity /div
"The story of literature in sixteen acts, from Alexander the Great and the Iliad to ebooks and Harry Potter, this engaging book brings together
remarkable people and surprising events to show how writing shaped cultures, religions, and the history of the world"-This pioneering collection of non-Shakespearean Renaissance drama has now been updated to include more early material, plus Mary
Sidney’s The Tragedy of Antony, John Marston’s The Malcontent and Ben Jonson’s Masque of Queens. Second edition of this pioneering
collection of works of non-Shakespearean Renaissance drama. Covers the full sweep of dramatic performances, including State progresses
and Court masques. Contains material useful for courses on women playwrights or women in Renaissance drama, including Middleton’s
Chaste Maid in Cheapside, Webster’s The Duchess of Malfi and Thomas Middleton and William Rowley’s The Changeling. Includes plays
and pageants not anthologised elsewhere, such as the coronation entries of Elizabeth I and Queen Anne, and Thomas Heywood’s ‘A
Woman Killed with Kindness’. For the second edition more early material has been added, such as Noah and The Second Shepherd’s Play.
The anthology now also includes Mary Sidney’s The Tragedy of Antony, John Marston’s The Malcontent and Ben Jonson’s The Masque of
Queens.
The Fifth Edition retains the flexibility and breadth of selection that has defined this classic anthology, while improved and expanded editorial
apparatus make it an even more useful teaching tool.
The Norton Anthology of DramaW. W. Norton
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Choose from the most comprehensive collection of plays. Enjoy accessible apparatus that helps students better analyze the works. Savor an
eye-catching and informative illustration program focusing on performance. All for an unbeatable price.Revised in response to suggestions
from hundreds of instructors and students, the Third Edition features five NEW plays (four in the Shorter Edition), NEW critical "Perspectives"
sections, and an expanded suite of free digital resources.
Assesses the contributions of one of the leading figures of post-1968 British political theater
DIVThe first in-depth examination of the theatrical achievements of this acclaimed playwright /div
The gold standard anthology for anyone who wants to understand the development and current state of literary theory. Offering 191 pieces by
157 authors, The Norton Anthology of Theory and Criticism, Third Edition, is more comprehensive and more varied in its selection than any
other anthology. Forty-eight NEW selections—concentrated mostly on the twentieth and twenty-first centuries—make the book not only the best
overview of the history of theory, but also a remarkably up-to-date portrait of the state of theory today.
This gothic classic, “The Turn of the Screw” is one of the most famous ghost stories of all time. On Christmas Eve, Douglas reads a
manuscript written by a former acquaintance, the governess, whom Douglas claims to have known and who is now dead. The manuscript
tells the story of how the young governess is hired by a man who has become responsible for his young nephew and niece after the tragic
deaths of their parents. He is uninterested in raising the children. The governess’s new employer gives her full responsibility for the young
siblings and explicitly states that he is not to be bothered with communications of any sort. Set in a remote estate this critically acclaimed
novella tells the tale of a governess who, looking after two children, becomes convinced that the grounds are haunted. This story has been
adapted many times for film and television, most recently in The Turning (2020). Famed for its ability to create an intimate sense of confusion
and suspense, this novella is a must-read for all horror and ghost story fans.

The most trusted anthology for complete works and helpful editorial apparatus. The Tenth Edition supports survey and
period courses with NEW complete major works, NEW contemporary writers, and dynamic and easy-to-access digital
resources. NEW video modules help introduce students to literature in multiple exciting ways. These innovations make
the Norton an even better teaching tool for instructors and, as ever, an unmatched value for students.
Provides a brief history of theater, with a selection of plays from antiquity to the present day.
Popular in their own time, the 27 plays included here—by Christopher Marlowe, Ben Jonson, John Webster, Thomas
Middleton, among many others—reveal why these playwrights' achievements, like Shakespeare's, deserve reading,
teaching, and performing afresh in our time. Edited by a team of exceptional scholars and teachers, this anthology opens
an extraordinary tradition in drama to new readers and audiences.
A pillar of the West African oral tradition for centuries, this epic traces the adventures and achievements of the Mande
hero, Sunjata, as he liberates his people from Sumaworo Kanté, the sorcerer king of Soso, and establishes the great
medieval empire of Mali. David Conrad conveys the strong narrative thrust of the Sunjata epic in his presentation of
substantial excerpts from his translation of a performance by Djanka Tassey Condé. Readers approaching the epic for
the first time will appreciate the translation's highly readable, poetic English as well as Conrad's informative Introduction
and notes. Scholars will find the familiar heroes and heroines taking on new dimensions, secondary characters gaining
increased prominence, and previously unknown figures emerging from obscurity. "Thanks to his careful editing and
translating of Condé's narrative, Conrad offers a highly readable version of the epic that is about a third of its original
length. The translation communicates not only the poetic qualities and the essential events of the Sunjata legend but also
the master bard's performance values. Thus, this rendering will fascinate those who already know the story and culture
and those coming to the epic for the first time. Conrad provides an excellent introduction to Mande oral tradition, the role
of the griot, and the Manding belief system. Though he makes no claim for this as the complete scholarly edition, he does
provide helpful scholarly notes, a glossary, and a good bibliography. . . . Summing up: Highly recommended." --L. W.
Yoder, CHOICE
"The Renaissance saw a dramatic explosion of such force that, four hundred years later, its plays are still amongst the
most frequently performed and studied we have. This anthology offers a full introduction to Renaissance theatre in its
historical and political context, along with newly edited and comprehensively annotated texts of the following plays: The
Spanish Tragedy (Thomas Kyd); Arden of Faversham (Anon.); Edward II (Christopher Marlowe); A Woman Killed with
Kindness (Thomas Heywood); The Tragedy of Mariam (Elizabeth Cary); The Masque of Blackness (Ben Jonson); The
Knight of the Burning Pestle (Francis Beaumont); Epicoene, or the Silent Woman (Ben Jonson); The Roaring Girl
(Thomas Middleton and Thomas Dekker); The Changeling (Thomas Middleton and William Rowley); and 'Tis Pity She's a
Whore (John Ford).".
Upon publication in 1997, The Norton Shakespeare set a new standard for teaching editions of Shakespeare's complete
works. Instructors and students worldwide welcomed the fresh scholarship, lively and accessible introductions, helpful
marginal glosses and notes, readable single-column format, all designed in support of the goal of the Oxford text: to bring
the modern reader closer than before possible to Shakespeare's plays as they were first acted. Now, under Stephen
Greenblatt's direction, the editors have considered afresh each introduction and all of the apparatus to make the Second
Edition an even better teaching tool.
Welcomed on publication as "brilliant, definitive, and a joy to teach from," The Norton Anthology of African American
Literature was adopted at more than 1,275 colleges and universities worldwide. Now, the new Second Edition offers
these highlights.
The Ninth Edition offers more complete works and more teachable groupings than ever before, the apparatus you trust, and a new, free
Supplemental Ebook with more than 1,000 additional texts. Read by more than 8 million students, The Norton Anthology of English Literature
sets the standard and remains an unmatched value.
The only one-volume drama anthology that s a Norton."
The most-trusted anthology for complete works, balanced selections, and helpful editorial apparatus, The Norton Anthology of American
Literature features a cover-to-cover revision. The Ninth Edition introduces new General Editor Robert Levine and three new-generation
editors who have reenergized the volume across the centuries. Fresh scholarship, new authors—with an emphasis on contemporary
writers—new topical clusters, and a new ebook make the Norton Anthology an even better teaching tool and an unmatched value for students.
The most-trusted and most-respected text in its field is now brand-new in all the best ways.
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The most comprehensive and distinctive collection of its kind, The Norton Anthology of Drama offers sixtyfive major plays--including three
twentieth-century plays not available in any other drama anthology--the most carefully prepared introductions, annotations, and play texts,
and a convenient two-volume, one-column format for ease of reading and carrying. Less expensive than rival anthologies, The Norton
Anthology of Drama is also the best value--a book that students will keep long after the class is over.
"The most comprehensive collection of its kind, The Norton Anthology of Drama, Volume Two, offers thirty-five major plays - including three
twentieth-century plays not available in any other drama anthology - the most carefully prepared introductions, annotations, and play texts,
and a distinctive and convenient format." --Book Jacket.
"At me too someone is looking... " —Samuel Beckett, Waiting for Godot In a venturesome study of corporeality and perception in
contemporary drama, Stanton B. Garner, Jr., turns this awareness of the spectator's gaze back upon itself. His book takes up two of drama's
most essential and elusive elements: spatiality, through which plays establish fields of visual and environmental relationship; and the human
body, through which these fields are articulated. Within the spatial terms of theater, this book puts the body and its perceptual worlds back
into performance theory. Garner's approach is phenomenological, emphasizing perception and experience in the theatrical environment. His
discussion of the work of playwrights after 1950-including Samuel Beckett, Eugene Ionesco, Peter Weiss, Harold Pinter, Sam Shepard, David
Mamet, Edward Bond, Maria Irene Fornes, Caryl Churchill, and Ntozake Shange—explores the body's modes of presence in contemporary
drama. Drawing on work in areas as diverse as scenographic theory, medical phenomenology, contemporary linguistics, and feminist theories
of the body, Garner addresses topics such as theatrical image, stage objects, dramatic language, the suffering body, and the staging of
gender, all with a view toward developing a phenomenology of mise en scene.

A compact and portable version of the best-selling and most-trusted world literature anthology, The Norton Anthology of
World Literature, Shorter Second Edition, is a rich and teachable selection of the world s literature, in generous portions
and the best translations available."
A classic, reimagined.
Known through four editions as the boldest and most distinguished introduction to drama, William Worthen's pace-setting
text continues to provide exciting plays usefully situated within their historical and cultural contexts. In its fifth edition, THE
WADSWORTH ANTHOLOGY OF DRAMA broadens its scope to offer even more plays than ever before.
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